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Roma -

Sinti, Travellers, Kale, Gens du Voyage, Lovari, Gurbeti, Arlije, Mačvaje, Čurari, Rudari, Bojaši, Ludari, Luri, Šorašaji, Ungarice, Bašalde, Romungro, (Ashkalije, Egiptians)…..

Diversity in language, ethnic identity, tradition, level of inclusion, history…
The levels of change directly influencing the identity shift of Roma population:

• economic
• technology/communication technologies
• ideological
• political
Citizens welfare – access to Education
Communication technologies
Ideologies

- Equality
- Equity
- Reality
Politics
Roma Nation
The concept of integration and/or inclusion –

- Equal treatment
- Positive discrimination
- Mainstreaming equality
Equal treatment

SORRY, YOU ARE SIMPLY NOT THE RIGHT MAN FOR THE JOB.
Positive discrimination

Equality

Equity
Mainstreaming equality
Thank you!